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Theoretial studies of osmi ray partile aeleration in the �rst-order Fermi proess at rela-

tivisti shoks are reviewed. At the beginning we disuss the aeleration proesses ating at mildly

relativisti shok waves. An essential role of oblique �eld on�gurations and �eld perturbations in

forming the partile energy spetrum and hanging the aeleration time sale is disussed. Then,

we report on attempts to onsider partile aeleration at ultra-relativisti shoks, often yielding

an asymptoti spetral index � � 2:2 at large shok Lorentz fators. We explain why this result

is limited to the ases of highly turbulent onditions near shoks. We onlude that our present

knowledge of the aeleration proesses ating at relativisti shoks is insuÆient to allow for real-

isti modelling of the real shoks. The present review is a modi�ed extended and updated version

of [M. Ostrowski, in Frontier Objets in Astrophysis and Partile Physis (Vulano Workshop),

edited by F. Giovannelli, G. Mannohi (1999), p. 319.℄.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relativisti plasma ows are deteted or postulated to

exist in a number of astrophysial objets, ranging from

a mildly relativisti jet of SS433, through the Lorentz

fator of a few jets in AGNs and galati `mini-quasars',

up to ultra-relativisti outows in soures of gamma ray

bursts and, possibly, in pulsar winds. As nearly all suh

objets are eÆient emitters of synhrotron radiation

and/or high energy photons requiring the existene of

energeti partiles, our attempts to understand the pro-

esses generating osmi ray partiles are essential for

understanding the fasinating phenomena observed. Be-

low we will disuss the work arried out in order to un-

derstand the osmi ray �rst-order Fermi aeleration

proesses ating at relativisti shoks. One should note

that in the present disussion we onsider the high energy

partiles with gyroradii (or mean free paths) muh larger

than the shok thikness de�ned by the ompressed `ther-

mal' plasma. The present review is an updated version

of [1℄, also inluding an extended disussion of the ael-

eration proesses ating at ultra-relativisti shoks [2℄.

II. PARTICLE ACCELERATION AT

NON-RELATIVISTIC SHOCK WAVES

Proesses of the �rst-order partile aeleration at

non-relativisti shok waves were widely disussed by a

number of authors during the last two deades (for re-

view, see, e. g. [3{6℄). Below, we review the basi physial

piture and some important results obtained within this

theory for test partiles, to be later ompared with the

results obtained for relativisti shoks.

The simple desription of the aeleration proess pre-

ferred by us onsists of onsidering two plasma rest

frames, the upstream frame and the downstream one.

We use indies `1' or `2' to indiate quantities measured

in the upstream or the downstream frame, respetively.

If one neglets the seond-order Fermi aeleration, the

partile energy is a onstant of motion in any of these

plasma rest frames and energy hanges our when the

partile momentumis Lorentz-transformed at eah ross-

ing of the shok. In the ase of parallel shok, with

the mean magneti �eld parallel to the shok normal,

the aeleration of an individual partile is due to the

onseutive shok rossings by the di�usive wandering

partile. Eah upstream{downstream{upstream di�usive

loop results in a small inrement of partile momentum,

�p / p � (U

1

� U

2

)=v, where v is the partile veloity

and U

i

is the shok veloity in the respetive i = 1 or 2

frame, U

1

� v. One should note that in oblique shoks,

the partile helial trajetory an ross the shok surfae

a number of times at any individual shok transition or

reetion.

The most interesting feature of the �rst-order Fermi

aeleration at a non-relativisti plane-parallel shok

wave is the independene of the test-partile stationary

partile energy spetrum from the bakground onditions

near the shok, inluding the mean magneti �eld on-

�guration and the spetrum of MHD turbulene. The

main reason behind that is a nearly-isotropi form of the

partile momentum distribution at the shok. If a suf-

�ient amount of sattering ours near the shok, this

ondition always holds for the shok veloity along the

upstream magneti �eld U

B;1

� U

1

= os	

1

� v (	

1

is

the upstream magneti �eld inlination to the shok nor-

mal). Independently of the �eld inlination at the shok,

the partile density is ontinuous aross it and the spe-

tral index for the phase-spae distribution funtion, �, is

given exlusively in the terms of a single parameter |

the shok ompression ratio R:

� =

3R

R� 1

: (2:1)
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Beause of the isotropi form of the partile distribu-

tion funtion, the spatial di�usion equation has beome

a widely used mathematial tool for desribing partile

transport and aeleration proesses in non-relativisti

ows. With its use the harateristi aeleration time

sale at the parallel (	

1

= 0) shok an be derived as

T

a

=

3

U

1

� U

2

�

�

1

U

1

+

�

2

U

2

�

; (2:2)

where �

i

� �

k;i

is the respetive partile spatial di�usion

oeÆient along the magneti �eld, as disussed by [7℄.

Ostrowski [8℄ (see also [9℄) derived an analogous expres-

sion for shoks with oblique magneti �elds and small

amplitude magneti �eld perturbations. For a negligible

ross-�eld di�usion and for U

B;1

�  it an be written in

essentially the same form as the one given in Eq. (2.2),

with all quantities taken as the normal (n) ones with re-

spet to the shok (�

n;i

for �

i

(i = 1, 2)). As �

n

< �

k

,

the oblique shoks may be more rapid aelerators when

ompared to the parallel shoks.

Not disussed here non-linear and time dependent ef-

fets, inlusion of additional energy losses and gains,

et., make the physis of the aeleration more intriate,

allowing, e. g. for non-power-low and/or non-stationary

partile distributions.

III. COSMIC RAY ACCELERATION

AT RELATIVISTIC SHOCK WAVES

A. The Fokker{Plank desription

of the aeleration proess

In the ase of the shok veloity (or its projetion U

B;1

)

reahing values omparable to the light veloity, the par-

tile distribution at the shok beomes anisotropi. This

fat ompliates to a great extent both the physial pi-

ture and the mathematial desription of partile ael-

eration. The �rst attempt to onsider the aeleration

proess at the relativisti shok was presented in 1981 by

Peaok (see also [1℄); however, no onsistent theory was

proposed until a paper of Kirk & Shneider [11℄ (see also

[12℄) appeared. Those authors onsidered the stationary

solutions of the relativisti Fokker{Plank equation for

partile pith-angle di�usion for the ase of the parallel

shok wave. In the situation with the gyro-phase aver-

aged distribution f(p; �; z), whih depends only on the

unique spatial o-ordinate z along the shok veloity, and

with � being the pith-angle osine, the equation takes

the form:

�(U + v�)

�f

�z

= C(f) + S; (3:1)

where � � 1=

p

1� U

2

is the ow Lorentz fator, C(f)

is the ollision operator and S is the soure funtion. In

the presented approah, the spatial o-ordinates are mea-

sured in the shok rest frame, while the partile momen-

tum o-ordinates and the ollision operator are given in

the respetive plasma rest frame. For the applied pith-

angle di�usion operator, C = �=��(D

��

�f=��), they

generalised the di�usive approah to higher order terms

in partile distribution anisotropy and onstruted gen-

eral solutions at both sides of the shok whih involved

solutions of the eigenvalue problem. By mathing two

solutions at the shok, the spetral index of the result-

ing power-law partile distribution an be found by tak-

ing into aount a suÆiently large number of eigen-

funtions. The same proedure yields the partile an-

gular distribution and the spatial density distribution.

The low-order trunation in this approah orresponds

to the standard di�usion approximation and to a some-

what more general method desribed by Peaok. The

above analyti approah (or the `semi-analyti' one, as

the mentioned mathing of two series involves numerial

�tting of the respetive oeÆients) was veri�ed by Kirk

& Shneider [13℄ by the method of partile Monte Carlo

simulations.

An appliation of this approah to more realisti on-

ditions | but still for parallel shoks | was presented

by Heavens & Drury [14℄, who investigated the uid dy-

namis of relativisti shoks (f. also [15℄) and used the

results to alulate spetral indies for aelerated par-

tiles (Fig. 1). They onsidered the shok wave propa-

gating into eletron{proton or eletron{positron plasma,

and performed alulations using the analyti method of

Kirk & Shneider for two di�erent power spetra for the

sattering MHD waves. In ontrast to the non-relativisti

ase, they found (see also [12℄) that the partile spetral

index depends on the form of the wave spetrum. The

unexpeted fat was noted that the non-relativisti ex-

pression (2.1) provided a quite reasonable approximation

to the atual spetral index.

Fig. 1. The partile spetral indies � at parallel shok

waves propagating in the old (e, p) plasma versus the shok

veloity U

1

[14℄. On the right vertial axis the respetive syn-

hrotron spetral index  is given. Using the solid line (b)

and the dashed line (a) we show indies for two hoies of the

turbulene spetrum. The dashed line () gives the spetral

index derived from Eq. (2.1). The horizontal line � = 4:0 is

given for the referene.
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A substantial progress in understanding the aeler-

ation proess in the presene of highly anisotropi par-

tile distributions is due to the work of [16℄ (see also

[17℄ and [18℄), who onsidered partile aeleration at

subluminal (U

B;1

< ) relativisti shoks with oblique

magneti �elds. They assumed the magneti momentum

onservation, p

2

?

=B = onst, at partile interation with

the shok and applied the Fokker{Plank equation dis-

ussed above to desribe partile transport along the �eld

lines outside the shok, while exluding the possibility of

ross-�eld di�usion. In the ases when U

B;1

reahed rela-

tivisti values, they derived very at energy spetra with

 � 0 at U

B;1

� 1 (Fig. 2). In suh onditions, the parti-

le density in front of the shok an substantially | even

by a few orders of magnitude | exeed the downstream

density (see the urve denoted `�8:9' at Fig. 3). Creating

at spetra and great density ontrasts is due to the ef-

fetive reetions of anisotropially distributed upstream

partiles from the region of ompressed magneti �eld

downstream of the shok. However, the onditions lead-

ing to very at spetra are supposed to be aompanied

by proesses | like a large amplitude wave generation

upstream of the shok | leading to spetrum steepening

(f. Se. III.B).

Fig. 2. Spetral indies � of partiles aelerated at oblique

shoks versus shok veloity projeted at the mean magneti

�eld, U

B;1

. On the right the respetive synhrotron spetral

index  is given. The shok veloities U

1

are given near the re-

spetive urves taken from [16℄. The points were taken from

simulations deriving expliitly the details of partile-shok

interations [8℄. The results are presented for ompression

R = 4.

As stressed by Begelman & Kirk [19℄, in relativisti

shoks one an often �nd the superluminal onditions

with U

B;1

> , where the above presented approah is

no longer valid. Then, it is not possible to reet up-

stream partiles from the shok and to transmit down-

stream partiles into the upstream region. In e�et, only

a single transmission of upstream partiles re-shapes the

original distribution by shifting partile energies to larger

values. The energy gains in suh a proess, involving a

highly anisotropi partile distribution, an be quite sig-

ni�ant, exeeding the value expeted for the adiabati

ompression.

The approah proposed by Kirk & Shneider [11℄ and

[16℄, and the derivations of [19℄ are valid only in ase of

weakly perturbed magneti �elds. However, in the eÆ-

iently aelerating shoks one may expet large ampli-

tude waves to be present, when both the Fokker{Plank

approah is no longer valid and the magneti momentum

onservation no longer holds for oblique shoks. In suh

a ase, numerial methods have to be used.

Fig. 3. The energeti partile density aross the relativis-

ti shok with an oblique magneti �eld [20℄. The shok with

U

1

= 0:5, R = 5:11 and  

1

= 55

Æ

is onsidered. The urves for

di�erent perturbation amplitudes are haraterized with the

value log �

?

=�

k

given near the urve. The data are vertially

shifted for piture larity. The value X

max

is the distane from

the shok at whih the upstream partile density dereases to

10

�3

part of the shok value.

B. Partile aeleration in the presene of large

amplitude magneti �eld perturbations

The �rst attempt to onsider the aeleration pro-

ess at parallel shok wave propagating in a turbu-

lent medium was presented by [21℄, who inluded into

Eq. (3.1) the Boltzmann ollision operator desribing the

large angle sattering. By solving the resulting integro-

di�erential equation they demonstrated the hardening of

the partile spetrum due to inreasing ontribution of

the large-angle sattering. The reason for suh a spe-

tral hange is the additional isotropization of partiles

interating with the shok, leading to an inrease in the

partile mean energy gain. In oblique shoks, this sim-

pli�ed approah annot be used beause the harater

of individual partile-shok interation | reetion and

transmission harateristis | depends on the magneti

�eld perturbations. Let us additionally note that appli-

ation of the point-like large-angle sattering model in
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relativisti shoks does not provide a viable physial rep-

resentation of the sattering at MHD waves [9℄.

To handle the problem of the partile spetrum in a

wide range of bakground onditions, the Monte Carlo

partile simulations were proposed [8,9,13,22{26℄. At

�rst, let us onsider subluminal shoks. The �eld per-

turbations inuene the aeleration proess in various

ways. As they enable the partile ross �eld di�usion, a

modi�ation (derease) of the downstream partile's es-

ape probability may our. This fator tends to harden

the spetrum. Next, the perturbations derease partile

anisotropy, leading to an inrease of the mean energy

gain of reeted upstream partiles, but | what is more

important for oblique shoks | this also inreases the

partile upstream-downstream transmission probability

due to less eÆient reetions, enabling them to esape

from further aeleration. The third fator is due to per-

turbing partile trajetory during an individual intera-

tion with the shok disontinuity and breakdown of the

approximate onservation of p

2

?

=B. Beause reeting a

partile from the shok requires a �ne tuning of the par-

tile trajetory with respet to the shok surfae, even

small amplitude perturbations an derease the ree-

tion probability in a substantial way. Simulations show

(see Fig. 4 for U

B;1

< 1:0) that | until the wave ampli-

tude beomes very large | the fators leading to eÆient

partile esape dominate with the resulting steepening of

the spetrum to  � 0:5� 0:8, and the inreased down-

stream transmission probability lowers the osmi ray

density ontrast aross the shok (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Spetral indies for oblique relativisti shoks ver-

sus perturbation amplitude ÆB=B [23℄. Di�erent �eld inlina-

tions are haraterized by the values of U

B;1

given near the re-

spetive results, U

B;1

< 1 for subluminal shoks and U

B;1

� 1

for superluminal ones. Absene of data for small �eld ampli-

tudes in superluminal shoks is due to extremely steep power

law spetra ourring in these onditions (f. [18℄). Dereas-

ing the �eld inlination 	

1

! 0 (i. e., to the parallel shok

with U

B;1

= U

1

) gives spetral indies more and more similar

to a onstant line � = 3:72, not shown here for piture larity

(f. Figs. 1,2).

In parallel shok waves propagating in a highly tur-

bulent medium, the e�ets disovered for oblique shoks

an also manifest their presene beause of the loal per-

turbed magneti �eld ompression at the shok. The

problem was onsidered using the tehnique of partile

simulations by Ballard & Heavens [24℄ (f. [27℄ for non-

relativisti shok). They showed a possibility of having a

very steep spetrum in this ase, with the spetral index

growing from  � 0:6 at medium relativisti veloities

up to nearly 2:0 at U

1

= 0:98. These results apparently

do not orrespond to the large-perturbation-amplitude

limit of [23℄ (see the disussion therein) simulations for

oblique shoks and the analyti results of [14℄.

For large amplitude magneti �eld perturbations the

aeleration proess in superluminal shoks an lead to

the power-law partile spetrum formation, against the

statements of [18℄ valid at small wave amplitudes only.

Suh a general ase was disussed by Ostrowski [23℄ (see

Fig. 4 for U

B;1

� 1) and by Bednarz & Ostrowski [9,26℄.

C. The aeleration time sale

The shok waves propagating with relativisti veloities

also raise interesting questions pertaining to the os-

mi ray aeleration time sale, T

a

. A simple om-

parison to non-relativisti values shows that T

a

rela-

tively dereases with inreasing shok veloity for par-

allel [22,28℄ and oblique [25,29{32℄ shoks. However, the

numerial approahes used there, based on assuming par-

tile isotropization for all satterings, neglet or underes-

timate a signi�ant fator a�eting the aeleration pro-

ess | the partile anisotropy. Ellison et al. [22℄ and

Naito & Takahara [25℄ also inluded the more realisti,

in our opinion, derivations involving the pith-angle dif-

fusion approah. The alulations of Ellison et al. for par-

allel shoks show similar results to those they obtained

for large amplitude sattering. For the shok with ve-

loity 0:98  the aeleration time sale is redued by

the fator � 3 with respet to the non-relativisti for-

mula of Eq. 2.2 . Naito & Takahara onsidered shoks

with oblique magneti �elds. They on�rmed the redu-

tion of the aeleration time sale with an inreasing in-

lination of the magneti �eld, derived earlier for non-

relativisti shoks. However, their approah negleted

e�ets of partile ross �eld di�usion and assumed the

adiabati invariant onservation in partile interations

with the shok, thus limiting the validity of their results

to a small amplitude turbulene near the shok.

A wider disussion of the aeleration time sale is pre-

sented by Bednarz & Ostrowski [9℄, who apply numerial

simulations involving the small angle partile momentum

sattering. The approah is also believed to provide a rea-

sonable desription of partile transport in the presene

of large ÆB, and thus to enable modelling of the e�ets of

ross-�eld di�usion. The resulting values (Figs. 5, 6) are

given in the shok normal rest frame (f. [19℄). In par-

allel (	

1

= 1

Æ

) shoks T

a

diminishes with the growing

perturbation amplitude and shok veloity U

1

. However,

it is approximately onstant for a given value of U

1

if we

use the formal di�usive time sale, �

1

=(U

1

)+ �

2

=(U

2

),

as the time unit. A new feature disovered in oblique
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shoks is that due to the ross-�eld di�usion T

a

an

hange with ÆB in a non-monotoni way (Fig. 5). The

aeleration proess leading to the power-law spetrum

is possible in superluminal shoks only in the presene

of large amplitude turbulene. Then, in ontrast to the

quasi-parallel shoks, T

a

inreases with inreasing ÆB.

In the onsidered ases with the oblique �eld on�gura-

tions one may note a possibility to have an extremely

short aeleration time sale omparable to the partile

gyroperiod in the magneti �eld upstream of the shok.

A oupling between the aeleration time sale and the

partile spetral index is presented in Fig. 6. One should

note that the form of involved relation is ontingent to a

great extent on the magneti �eld on�guration.

Fig. 5. The aeleration time T

a

versus the level of parti-

le sattering measured by the ratio of �

?

=�

k

[9℄. We present

results for three values of the magneti �eld inlination:

a.) parallel shok ( 

1

= 1

Æ

), b.) a subluminal shok with

 

1

= 45:6

Æ

and .) a superluminal shok with  

1

= 89

Æ

. r

e;1

is the partile gyroradius in the e�etive (inluding pertur-

bations) upstream magneti �eld.

Fig. 6. The relation of T

a

versus the partile spetral in-

dex � at di�erent magneti �eld inlinations  

1

given near

the respetive urves. The minimum value of the model pa-

rameter �

?

=�

k

ours at the enirled point of eah urve

and the wave amplitude monotonously inreases along eah

urve up to ÆB � B; r

e;1

{ see Fig. 5.

IV. ENERGY SPECTRA OF COSMIC RAYS

ACCELERATED AT LARGE LORENTZ-FACTOR

SHOCKS

Ultra-relativisti shok waves suggested to be soures

of gamma-ray bursts are also expeted by some au-

thors to produe ultra-high-energy osmi ray partiles.

The proess of the �rst-order Fermi aeleration in suh

shoks was disussed in a series of papers by Bednarz &

Ostrowski [33,26℄ (see also [34{38℄ and [39℄). Below, fol-

lowing Ostrowski & Bednarz [2℄ we shortly ompare and

disuss di�erent approahes to the onsidered aelera-

tion proess.

A. The �rst-order Fermi aeleration at

ultra-relativisti shoks

The �rst-order Fermi aeleration proess at an

ultra-relativisti shok wave involves extreme partile

anisotropy at the shok in the upstream plasma rest

frame (UPF), and more mild distributions in the shok

normal rest frame or the downstream plasma rest frame

(f. [19℄). Let us onsider an individual osmi ray par-

tile aeleration starting with a partile rossing the

shok upstream (f. [40℄). Then, in UPF, its momen-

tum is nearly parallel to the shok normal. When the

shok Lorentz fator is large (� � 1) the partile stays

in front of the shok for a time required for a slight,

� 1=�, deetion of its momentum allowing the shok

to overtake it and transmit to the downstream region.

The deetion proeeds due to the magneti �eld up-

stream of the shok, onsisting of the large sale smooth

bakground struture perturbed by the MHD utua-

tions. This tiny hange of partile momentum upstream

of the shok allows for its transmission downstream of the

shok, where | due to the Lorentz transformation with

a large � | its momentum diretion an be hanged at

a large angle with respet to its original diretion before

the transmission upstream. Suh large amplitude angu-

lar satterings an enable a �nite fration of partiles

to follow trajetories leading to suessive transmissions

upstream of the shok. Repeating of the desribed loops,

with eah roughly doubling the partile energy, leads to

formation of the power law partile spetrum. Several

authors [26,36,40℄ disussed this proess leading to for-

mation of the spetrum with the energy spetral index

� � 2:2 at � � 1. Essentially the same results were

obtained within di�erent approahes presented by the

above authors and by Kirk et al. [38℄ and Vietri [39℄.

The work of [26,33℄ was based on Monte Carlo sim-

ulations of partile transport governed by small am-

plitude pith angle sattering. Thus, depending on the

mean time between suessive sattering ats, �t, and

the maximum angular sattering amplitude, �


max

, it

was possible to model situations with di�erent mean �eld

on�gurations and di�erent amounts of turbulene. The

mean �eld on�guration downstream of the shok was
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derived from the mean upstream �eld using the appropri-

ate jump onditions and trajetories of partiles interat-

ing with the shok disontinuity were derived exatly for

suh �elds. The approah takes into aount orrelations

in the proess due to the regular part of the magneti

�eld, but irregularities responsible for pith angle satter-

ing are introdued as random. In order to model partile

pith angle di�usion upstream of the shok, with nearly

a delta-like angular distribution an extremely small sat-

tering amplitude should be used, �


max

� �

�1

. Inreas-

ing the shok Lorentz fator results in dereasing the mo-

mentum perturbation required for its transmission down-

stream and leaves a shorter time for this perturbation,

t

1

. In the applied pith angle di�usion approah the mo-

mentum variation due to the regular omponent of the

magneti �eld sales like t

1

, whene the di�usive hange

sales like t

1=2

1

. Thus growing � leads to dereasing t

1

and the di�usive term have to dominate at suÆiently

large �. However, one should note that with dereasing

�t and �


max

, when the interation proeeds at the sub-

resonane (� r

g

) spatial sale, a serious physial prob-

lem with the applied approah appears: it requires the

large amplitude short wave turbulene to be non-linear

at shortest sales.

An analogous, pith angle di�usion modelling ap-

pended onsiderations of [36℄ (for a more detailed de-

sription see [37℄), who obtained essentially the same

spetral indies as the asymptoti one derived by Bed-

narz & Ostrowski [26℄. They onsidered a highly tur-

bulent onditions near the shok leading to the partile

pith angle di�usion with respet to the shok normal,

i. e., the regular part of the magneti �eld (or ontinuity

of the �eld aross the shok) was negleted. Thus, for ex-

ample, if the amplitude of the magneti �eld turbulene

is limited, it an not reprodue spetrum steepening (or

attening at intermediate Lorentz fators) in the pres-

ene of oblique magneti �elds (f. [19,23,26℄). The both

above models desribe essentially the same physial situ-

ation only for shoks propagating in the highly turbulent

medium.

An alternative disussion of the aeleration proess

presented by Gallant & Ahterberg [40℄ was based on

a simple turbulene model. In their approah a highly

turbulent magneti �eld on�guration was assumed up-

stream and downstream of the shok, idealized as ells

�lled with randomly oriented uniform magneti �elds.

With suh an approah partiles rossing the shok en-

ter a new ell with a randomly seleted magneti �eld

on�guration. Thus, there always our on�gurations

allowing some partiles rossing the shok downstream

to reah it again and to form the power law spetrum.

In this model there is no need for the upstream mag-

neti �eld perturbations and a model with the uniform

upstream �eld yields the same power law distribution.

Two quasi-analyti approahes to the onsidered a-

eleration proess were presented by [38℄ and Vietri [39℄.

Both attempt to solve the Fokker{Plank equation de-

sribing partile advetion with the general plasma ow

and the small amplitude sattering of partile pith an-

gle as measured with respet to the shok normal. The

important work of Kirk et al. modi�ed the [11℄ series

expansion approah to treat the delta-like angular dis-

tribution upstream of the shok. An analytially more

simple Vietri approah applies onvenient ansatzes for

the anisotropi upstream and downstream partile distri-

butions, resembling the [41℄ approah to aeleration at

`ordinary' relativisti shoks. Both methods on�rm the

results of the earlier numerial modelling. A de�ieny

of the above semi-analyti approahes is its inability to

treat situations with mildly perturbed magneti �elds, on

average oblique to the shok normal. If onsidered valid

for di�erent magneti �eld on�gurations these models

require the large amplitude short wave turbulene to re-

move any signature of the uniform bakground �eld or

of the long wave perturbations.

B. Aeleration at the ultra-relativisti shok near

the Crab Pulsar

In the disussion above, to treat the shok as the ow

disontinuity, and the aeleration proess to be of the

�rst-order Fermi type, one had to onsider very high en-

ergy partiles. Quite interesting alternative approah in-

tended to study the aeleration proess starting from

low `thermal' energies was proposed by Hoshino et al.

[42℄ (see also [43℄; for review [44℄). They onsidered a-

eleration at the ultra-relativisti shok formed in the

wind outow of the (e

+

,e

�

) pair plasma ontaining heavy

nulei and being permeated by the weak magneti �eld

oriented perpendiular to the ow diretion, i. e., in a

model wind for the Crab Pulsar. In the large Lorentz

fator wind, the ram pressure of nulei dominates over

the ram pressure of the pair plasma, and both these pres-

sures are muh larger than the magneti �eld pressure.

At the ollisionless shok, the pairs' bulk veloity is

isotropized muh more eÆiently, leaving nulei pene-

trating the downstream region as a partile beam. This

proess generates an eletri �eld in the shok and | due

to the ion distribution anisotropy | generates long ele-

tromagneti plasma waves. Damping of suh waves by

pairs aelerates some of eletrons/positrons to energies

omparable to the iron nulei energies downstream of the

shok. The work mentioned here is based on the results

of numerial plasma simulations of the ultra-relativisti

ollisionless shok.

V. FINAL REMARKS

One may note that observations of possible sites of

relativisti shok waves (knots and hot spots in extra-

galati radio soures), whih allow for the determina-

tion of the energeti eletron spetra, often yield partile

spetral indies lose to � = 4:0 ( = 0:5). The theo-

retial work done to date on the test partile osmi ray

aeleration at mildly relativisti shoks yields not too

promising results for meaningful modelling of these as-

trophysial soures. The main reason for this de�ieny

is | in ontrast to the non-relativisti shoks | a diret
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dependene of the derived spetra on the onditions near

the shok. Not only the shok ompression ratio, but also

other parameters, like the mean inlination of the mag-

neti �eld or the turbulene spetrum and its amplitude,

are signi�ant. Depending on the atual onditions one

may obtain spetral indies as at as � = 3:0 ( = 0:0)

or very steep ones with � > 5:0 ( > 1:0). The bak-

ground onditions leading to the very at spetra are

probably subjet to some instabilities; however, there is

no detailed derivation desribing the instability growth

and the resulting osmi ray spetrum modi�ation.

The situation was supposed to be simpler for large �

shoks, where the spetral index seems to onverge to

the universal limit �

1

� 2:2. However, as pointed out

above, the validity of this result may be quite limited.

In this moment it is diÆult to evaluate if the required

onditions are satis�ed at the studied ultra-relativisti

shoks.

A true progress in modelling partile aeleration in

atual soures requires a full plasma non-linear desrip-

tion (see also [45℄), inluding the seond-order aeler-

ation proesses and a feedbak of aelerated partiles

at the turbulent wave �elds near the shok wave, the

ow modi�ation aused by the osmi rays' plasma

pre-shok ompression and, of ourse, the appropriate

boundary onditions. A simple non-linear approah to

the parallel shok ase was presented by Baring & Kirk

[46℄, who found that relativisti shoks ould be very eÆ-

ient aelerators. However, it seems to us that in a more

general ase it will be very diÆult to make any substan-

tial progress in that matter. For very at partile spe-

tra the non-linear aeleration piture depends to a large

extent on the detailed knowledge of the bakground and

boundary onditions in the sales relevant for partiles

near the upper energy ut-o�. The existene of stationary

solutions is doubtful in this ase. A notieable progress

in onsidering detailed physis of the aeleration in rel-

ativisti ollisionless shoks may result from appliation

of the partile-in-ell simulations, inluding physial pro-

esses (instabilities) disussed by, e. g., Hoshino et al.

[42℄, Medvedev & Loeb [47℄ or Pohl et al. [48℄.
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PRISKORENN� KOSM�QNIH PROMEN�V PRI REL�TIV�STS^KIH UDARAH

M. Ostrovs~ki�

Astronom�qna observator�� ��ellons~kogo un�versitetu

vul. Orla, 171, 30{244, Krak�v, Pol~wa

e-mail: mio�oa.uj.edu.pl

Zrobleno ogl�d teoretiqnih dosl�d�en~ priskorenn� qastinok kosm�qnih promen�v u perxomu por�dku

ferm�-proesu na front� rel�tiv�sts~kih udarnih hvil~. Spoqatku obgovoreno proes priskorenn�, �ki�

d� v pom�rnih rel�tiv�sts~kih udarnih hvil�h. Proanal�zovano suttvu rol~ nepr�moÝ zm�ni konf�gura�Ý

pol� v utvorenn� spektra ener��Ý qastinok � zm�ni qasovoÝ xkali priskorenn�. Dal� rozgl�nuto priskorenn�

v ul~trarel�tiv�sts~kih udarnih hvil�h, �k� qasto da�t~ asimptotiqni� spektral~ni� �ndeks � � 2:2 dl�

velikih loren-faktor�v. Po�sneno, qomu e� rezul~tat obme�eni� vipadkom visokoturbulentnih umov

poblizu front�v udarnih hvil~. Zrobleno visnovok, wo suqasne rozum�nn� proes�v priskorenn�, �k� d��t~

u rel�tiv�sts~kih udarnih hvil�h,  nedostatn�m dl� real�stiqnogo model�vann� udarnih hvil~.

Ce� ogl�d  modif�kovano�, pererobleno� � modern�zovano� vers�� ogl�du [M. Ostrowski, in Frontier

Objets in Astrophysis and Partile Physis (VulanoWorkshop), edited by F. Giovannelli, G. Mannohi (1999),

p. 319.℄.
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